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Abstract— The aim of our work is to provide the visual platform for creating reactive documents. The electronic books, articles, lectures, and documents on electronic devices all are entirely static in the context of web. It remains same for everyone and it is also very difficult to change the written material in large or small scale on electronic documents, unless one is familiar with computer programming. The documents, lectures and other electronic articles are static whether those are stored offline or online. That helps us to learn but do not clarify our vision on different perspective when it comes to quantitative data. On the other hand dynamic articles needs programming, which make them interactive and becomes very handy to understand and explore the information very well. The electronic devices have the capability to write dynamic articles but no proper concentration has been provided yet. The main aim of this project is to facilitate the user to write specifically on educational dynamic articles, documents and lectures on electronic devices. Those articles and documents will be reactive that helping, students to learn and broaden their understandings. Teachers will also benefit to write in a more better and efficient way.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the modern era of electronic world we can observe that electronic article, books and lectures on electronic devices are not interactive for learning due to static in nature [1]. Conventional approach of teaching is based on a book, writing on a black board and having problems for students. A book guarantees fixed content and can be reused, where those lectures, notes and books are in hard form which are not easy to edit if they are printed. On other hand if we observe the electronic articles, document, books and lectures etc. They are easy to create, edit and reused [2]. These all electronic materials are static which helps students in learning but do not brings enhancement. The improvement and memorizing in learning can be achieved through interactivity [3].

The investigation was conducted with 166 students for the purpose of evaluation of learning effect using E-book which is not interactive in nature and printed book does not make any difference in learning [4]. The interactive learning clarifies the vision on different perspective which has not only impact on learning but it can empower the outcomes of students.

The change in technology bring ease of use and enhancement if we suppose from the beginning of the computer technology it brought a wider change of easiness to the human beings in their work like at the earlier stages of internet lifestyle the webpages were static after the enhancement in technology the webpages became dynamic where CSS and JavaScript is linked with the web pages as far Ajax which effected the dynamism of the webpages [5, 6]. Later on html5 brought audio and video communication with in the web document [5]. There are many API which brought with new era of dynamism, Tangle API facilitates user to create reactive document on quantitative problems which needs programming.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

We can classify the existing researches that are relevant to our work into two classes according to our purpose and scope: Static and dynamic content on electronic documents.

There have been only few researches take place on Dynamic content of web pages, but there is a lot of material available on static nature of web pages. If we consider the current traditional teaching methods in our educational institutes you will came to know that how difficult it is to prepare the lecture for the student related to quantitative subjects such as statistics, mathematics, physics and even business accounts. It becomes very tough to clarify the concepts of specific problems based on quantitative approach. In interactive platform is essential due to which we increasing our abilities to interact with E-learning in response how the E-learning platform will adopts to us will determine its future and our own [6]. Furthermore online contents and articles relating to quantitative data are difficult to understand sometimes for students due to static in nature. Data examination can be done in such a way that the reader interpret the meaning gain knowledge and build new his own new ideas of the E-learning [7].

These problems can be overcome by implementing some interactive tools that assist educational system and improve the sense and understanding of e-learning, online contents and articles writing. However there are some interactive tools available which assist the e-learning such as Demos graphing calculator [8]. Which is using blazingly-fast math engine, the calculator can instantly plot any equation, from line and parabolas up through derivatives and Fourier series. A demo is used by students, teachers, researchers, and general math enthusiasts from all over the world. There is also another
interactive web based tool which was developed in the previous year. The purpose of developing the tool is to enhance the learning and to provide an efficient way of understanding complex systems. The tool focuses on the electrical engineering subject who adds interactivity to circuit diagrams, simulators and viewing graphs relating to the circuits. The tool extends the exploration of learning on the runtime and proven good results [9, 10, 11].

As due to static of quantitative document in nature, Reactive document is a revolution over a traditional and static document or content. Reactive document utilize less time in understanding the real world problem on behalf of quantitative data. The quantitative data in the context of web are entirely static, these quantitative data are not interactive and do not help us to learn and understand the article, lecture, notes, online content etc. problem as the consequences of your adjustments are reflected.

III. METHODOLOGY

It is a fact that dynamic webpages create with the help of databases. These update the website time to time and keep the content up to date. [12], in our RDPLATFORM cases there will no need of database for updating the assumption of the users on client side through JavaScript library Tangle API.

Observing all those problems and present interactive tools, we are introducing the concept of interactive article and content writing, and reading on electronic devices. The articles or content which consist of some quantitative values or data in the form of web based electronic document. Electronic devices are capable of being such an efficient and interactive but no proper concentration has been provided yet. The interactive article and content writing can be achieved only through the visual text platform where the users will be provided with a visual platform to create reactive document where programming will not be require for user to create a reactive document. The text platform is web based which can be developing by optimizing the core web technologies such as HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, and a JavaScript library Tangle.js for reactive documents.

The application will be made up of different technologies such as HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Ajax, Bootstrap and Tangle API to make it fully functional platform. The RDPLATFORM will have the feature of writing the static document in which the users will declare and link the variable before exporting to dynamic document. The dynamic document will allow the users to play with the quantitative data and make different assumption for his/her satisfaction. These assumptions can be used as a class lectures, electronic books, articles and webpages.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

RDPLATFORM is the main aim of this research that there should be visual GUI for the users to create reactive documents which is beneficial for both technical (programmer) and non-technical (illiterate to programming). This research work will bring the enhancement in field of education which associates with any subject including some quantitative data. This will help the students to understand and learn by approaching in an efficient way. There are two types of users with respect to the web related field where one is passive users and the second one is active users.

- Passive users: The passive user reads the content of electronic document as it is. Passive users is not curious about the author scenario and do not want to engage himself in alternatives. Due to highly interactivity in our RDPlatform the passive user will also take interest to see the content of electronic document from different perspectives.
- Active users: An Active users want to interact with the content of web and take more interest to see the content of their interest more deeply and from different angles. So, for that they want to experiment, ask questions, play with content and want to see the things according to their desire. The RDPlatform is the best tool for critical thoughts and deep understanding [13].

The RDPLATFORM will provide the visual platform of Tangle API which assists to create dynamic document of quantitative problem without programming. The tool will help in all educational fields to solve a problem with respect to different values. Consider the below example

A person runs 3 kilometer/h than how many kilometer person will run in 30 hrs.

So in above example result will be produce by multiplying these two variables kilometers*hrs = 3*30 hence, will produce the result of the above example. If one digit is increase or decrease by a person in the quantitative value it may leads to imprecise result, but when the same problem is solve through a machine device according to the formula so it will always produce accurate result to the users.

The GUI of the application will be like same as above where users will have a platform to create reactive document with embedded Tangle API and export it in to html document. The RDPLATFORM will facilitate users to write text, format text and manipulate text and variables. This tool will allow user to import the text document, user can manipulate and create reactive document from it.

The visual interface is showed below.

![Visual Interface](image-url)
To create the reactive document from the scratch with coding for a user may get too much time consuming and may be difficult to create reactive document, the study of the related work helped us out in our work. Tangle API help us to create reactive document by using its library functions. This API will also help us in creating the visual platform for reactive document. The following figure illustrates creating of reactive document with the help of RDPLATFORM.

The above figure shows the exported document (output) to the users where users can play with the quantitative data/value by simply dragging the cursor left or right for changing the values according to user assumption. In variable panel the predefined variable will remain static that will indicate to users from where his/her assumption starts.

Although the RDPLATFORM is made up of many built-in libraries Tangle API, CSS and JavaScript coding where for the manipulation of variable having some sort checks like variable is assigned a valid integer value, the value of the variable relates to the generated pattern for the application. Tangle API is used for the helping library for the reactive document to work. Bootstrap can be use for the UI design to make it user friendly and responsive. As we know that Tangle API helps in reactive document while the quantitative data changes in it.

Pattern Generated for Mathematical Operation

For single variable
if((var=(int value)) || (var=var2))
{
    Content
}

For two variables
if(var1*var2)
{
    if(var1=(int value)*var2=(int value))
    {
        content
    }
    else if(var1=var2*var2=(int value))
    {
        content
    }
    else if(var1=(int value)*var2=var1)
    {
        content
    }
    else if(var1=var2*var2=(int value))
    {
        content
    }
}

The main thing is to create an external reactive document which can be used and placed in any where users wants it, document can be exported by the export function where all the libraries needed for the Reactive Document can be embedded and exported to html document which can be used in any form, it can be added to the articles, lectures, and internet forums, which will be helpful in many fields like Educational field etc.

Reactive Document Platform will be user friendly, Responsive, and platform independent and no need of installation. RDPLATFORM will work on standalone computers as well as online on internet. Visual platform will be provided to those users which are programming illiterate so they can take advantage. The visual platform is made in such a way that the users can play with the quantitative values. This will make our RDPLATFORM more interactive and unique.

CONCLUSION

The Visual Platform for making reactive documents will encourage. It will affect the E-learning in an enthusiastic manner and E-learning will be interactive. The students will get more benefit from reactive documents as our Visual Platform for reactive documents will provide a user friendly
visual platform where a common user will be able to use it easily even if they are aliens to programming.

**FUTURE WORK AND RECOMMENDATION**

Every human-made project always has potential for further improvement. Enlisted below are some of the improvements we recommend, in order to make the system even more efficient.

- **Offline platform for mobile OS**
  This platform will work online on mobile devices with almost every OS but the offline platform can be made in future for this reactive documents platform.

- **Exportable Explanations**
  An exportable explanation makes the abstract concrete, and allows the reader to develop an intuition for how a system works. If we do changes in quantitative data so along with this a graph can be interactive tool to involve the user and which will more interest and easy to understand the problem in the visual platform. This will allow the readers to understand the complex graphs and working of formulas behind it.

- **Contextual information**
  Contextual information allows the reader of this platform to learn related material on time, and cross-check the author's claims. As much as we might wish authors to write exportable explanations, many won't. And even authors with good intentions can't predict everything that the reader will want to explore [14].
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